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Black consumers over index vs the general market on
buying luxury brands, but it’s not necessarily an exercise
simply in conspicuous consumption. Several factors drive
luxury brand purchase including the need to have agency
of their identity, the desire for elevated status among their
peers, and a connection to quality product craftsmanship.

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Lower incomes not a barrier to premium item purchases
Nearly three in 10 Black consumers are heavy luxury buyers
Black consumers prefer the full in-store luxury buying experience vs online shopping
Middle and upper income Black households drive luxury purchases
Self-perception and social validation are the main drivers for buying premium brands

Black consumers embrace their status as trendsetters who like to stand out from the crowd. Fashion is
a platform that allows this group to showcase their individuality, and luxury brands specifically provide
a sense of exclusivity and most importantly prestige. Luxury means and delivers something different
for Black consumers across income, age and gender, but its ownership conveys heightened social
status, and for others, personal validation of their value.
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Figure 9: Labor force participation, by Black and total US, January 2007-September 2016
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How Blacks Define Luxury
Black consumers give greater weight to self-perception vs product attributes
Figure 19: How Blacks define luxury, August 2016
Black men and women share the similar definitions of luxury with few stark differences
Figure 20: How Blacks define luxury, by gender, August 2016
As incomes rise, superficial definitions wane in importance
Figure 21: How Blacks define luxury, by household income, August 2016
External validation from luxury is mixed across generations
Figure 22: How Blacks define luxury, by gender and generation, August 2016
College degreed Blacks less likely to assign self-worth to luxury items
Figure 23: How Blacks define luxury, by educational attainment, August 2016

Blacks’ Luxury Purchases
Less than half of Black consumers purchase luxury items
… but they over index vs the total population
Figure 24: Past 18 month luxury brand purchases, by total US and Black, June and August 2016
Luxury purchases among Black consumers skew male
Figure 25: Blacks' past 18 month luxury brand purchases, by gender, August 2016
Black consumers with kids more likely to buy luxury products
Figure 26: Blacks' past 18 month luxury purchases, by marital status and parental status, August 2016

Blacks’ Luxury Purchasing Habits
Black consumers will indulge in luxury purchases if discounted
Figure 27: Blacks' luxury purchasing habits, August 2016
Black women seek discounts, Black men want the experience
Figure 28: Blacks' luxury purchasing habits, by gender, August 2016
Millennials are not as price conscious in their luxury purchase behavior
Figure 29: Blacks' luxury purchasing habits, by generation, August 2016
Middle-income households willingness to buy luxury goods hinges on discounts
Figure 30: Blacks' luxury purchasing habits, by household income, August 2016
Heavy luxury buyers have lower purchase criteria
Figure 31: Blacks' luxury purchasing habits, by number of types purchased, August 2016

Types of Luxury Products Blacks Purchase
Black consumers prefer personal wear vs other luxury categories
Figure 32: Types of luxury products Blacks purchased, August 2016
Black men buy more luxury personal wear than do women
Figure 33: Types of luxury products Blacks purchased, by gender, August 2016
Younger Blacks gravitate toward luxury items that express personal style
Figure 34: Types of luxury products Blacks purchased, by generation, August 2016

Where Blacks Purchase Luxury Products
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Physical stores offer Black consumers the luxury experience
Figure 35: Where Blacks purchase luxury products, August 2016
Figure 36: Attitudes and opinions about shopping, by Black adults vs all adults, index to all, April 2015-June 2016
Figure 37: Where luxury items are purchased, by total US and Black, June and August, 2016
Black women seek luxury bargains, while Black men shop directly with preferred designers
Figure 38: Where Blacks purchase luxury products, by gender, August 2016
iGens and Millennials drive online luxury purchases
Figure 39: Where Blacks purchase luxury products, by generation, August 2016
City dwellers prefer to shop in store, but also dominate online shopping
Figure 40: Where Blacks purchase luxury products, by area, August 2016
Heavy luxury brand shoppers browse everywhere, light shoppers look for specific items where they are easy to find
Figure 41: Where Blacks purchase luxury products, by number of types purchased, August 2016

Luxury Brands Blacks Desire Most
Trendy brand names top Black purchasers luxury list
Figure 42: Luxury brands Black luxury good purchasers desire most, August 2016
Brands with items in category favorites for men and women impact their opinion
Figure 43: Luxury brands Black luxury good purchasers desire most, by gender, August 2016
Upper-income households drive purchases across the top brands
Figure 44: Luxury brands Black luxury good purchasers desire most, by household income, August 2016

Blacks’ Perceptions of Luxury Brands
Blacks’ perception of luxury brands span three dimensions: social validation, economics of luxury, and cultural considerations
Luxury brands contribute primarily to Black consumers’ social validation
Figure 45: Blacks' perceptions of luxury brands – social validation, by all and luxury purchasers, August 2016
Price not a deterrent for Black luxury brand purchasers to showcase their heighted image
Figure 46: Blacks' perceptions of luxury brands – Economics, by all and luxury purchasers, August 2016
Black women expect representation among luxury brands
Figure 47: Black luxury brand buyers' perceptions of luxury brands, by gender, August 2016
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Data sources
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